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Abstract
This research reports on an experimental study of the effects of materials and surface
roughness on the scuffing characteristics of rolling/sliding contacts cooled and lubricated with
liquid oxygen. Experiments were carried out under heavy loading with a Hertzian pressure in
the range of 2.0 GPa to 3.0 GPa and with a high rolling velocity of up to 48 m/s. For contacts
between AISI 440C stainless-steel elements, the results showed that the scuffing behavior of
the system was fairly consistent under a wide range of rolling velocity. Scuffing commenced at
a small slide-to-roll ratio of around 0.02, and the scuffing behavior of the contact was not
sensitive to surface roughness for the test-sample RMS roughness ranging from 0.02 I.tm to
0.10 lxm. For contacts between 440C and Si3N4 elements, on the other hand, the scuffing
behavior of the system was not very consistent and somewhat unpredictable. The results were
sensitive to surface roughness particularly that of the Si3N4 test sample. With well polished test
samples, consistent results were obtained; the level of traction was lower than that with a 440C
toroid and scuffing did not take place up to a slide-to-roll ratio of near 0.03. The results
strongly suggest that significant hydrodynamic effect can be generated by liquid oxygen under
heavy loading and high velocity conditions. The results also suggest that the hydrodynamic
action is likely generated by the conventional viscous mechanism as it can be largely destroyed
by a narrow circumferential surface scratch running through the central region of the contact.
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Introduction
Rolling-element bearings in the turbopumps of the liquid rocket engines directly operate in
cryogenic fluids such as liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen that are pumped into the combustion
chamber of the engine. Since the viscosities of these fluids are extremely low, good fluid films
are difficult to generate to protect the contact surfaces of the bearings (1). As a result, the
bearings operate in a deep mixed-film regime of lubrication and, under high-speed conditions,
are vulnerable to scuffing failure which may take place with a very small amount of sliding in the
contact conjunction. Field inspections revealed that scuffing is indeed the primary failure mode
of the bearings (2).
This research carries out an experimental study of the scuffing characteristics of roiling
contacts cooled and lubricated with liquid oxygen (LO2). The test rig used in the study is capable
of closely simulating the contact conditions under which typical liquid-rocket-engine turbopump
bearings operate. The objective of the research is to provide a set of first-hand data revealing the
effects of material and surface finish on the scuffing behavior and contact performance. The
study and future research in this area may lead to improved design for higher reliability and
longer life of the turbopumps. In addition, the data obtained in this work are unique as the
experiments were carried out under extremely low bulk temperature and with very small slide-to-
roll ratios. These results may motivate fundamental theoretical studies to further our
understanding of the very complex mechanisms of scuffing, a subject addressed extensively by
key authors such as Dyson (3) and (4), and Ludema (5).
The test rig and test conditions
Experiments and Results
The test rig used to conduct the experiments was designed by Tevaarwerk (6). Figure 1
shows a schematic of the principal part of the rig. The tire is press-fitted onto a cylindrical hub
which is mounted on a high-velocity spindle powered by an AC motor. The spherical toroid is
supported by a pair of ball bearings and is brought in contact to the tire by a vertical load made
up of dead weights. The toroid is driven by the tire by means of traction developed in the contact,
and the conjunction is in (almost) pure rolling when the axis of the toroid, Y, is parallel to the
axis of the tire, Wd (the sliding and the traction developed to drive the toroid at this state of
operation axe vanishingly small). By skewing the axis of the toroid away from the axis of the tire
(ie. rotation about Z-axis), sliding is introduced into the conjunction in the form of side slip (ie.
relative motion of tire surface to toroid surface along Y-axis). The side traction force induced by
the sliding is picked up by a piezo-electric load sensor. During operation of the rig, a fluid (ie.
LO2 in current study) is supplied from the top of the toroid to cool and lubricate the tire/toroid
conjunction and also the toroid bearings.
The radius of the cylindrical tire is 0.05 m, and the radius of the spherical toroid is 0.01 m.
Dead weights totaling 400 N were applied to give a Hertzian pressure of 2.2 GPa for test samples
of AISI 440C stainless steel and of 2.9 GPa for a 440C tire against a Si3N4 toroid. Experiments
were conducted for three rolling velocities of the contact conjunction. The highest velocity was
48 m/s which, in conjunction with the applied load, closely simulates the contact conditions of
typical cryogenic ball bearings. The other two velocities were 24 m/s and 12 m/s; the intention to
carry out lower-velocity tests was to examine the effects of hydrodynamics on contact scuffing.
Contacts between AISI 440C stainless-steel elements
The first part of the experiments studies the scuffing behavior of the contact between a
440C tire and a 440C toroid. Reference (7) gives the material properties of these elements at the
cryogenictemperature.TheYoung'smodulusis 2.08x1011Pa,the Poisson'sratio, 0.26 andthe
hardness,59 Rc. The appliedload of 400 N generatesa Hertzianpressureof 2.2 GPa.The tire
surfacewas finished by fine grinding along the circumferentialdirection. Figure 2 showsits
surfaceroughnesses.TheRMS roughnessis 0.083gm in the axial directionandis 0.014grn in
the circumferential direction. The toroid surfacewas finished by honing to produce a fairly
isotropic surfacetexture.Figure 3 showsits surfaceroughness;the RMS roughnessis around
0.02 I.tm.A Form-Talysurf profilometer wasusedto assessthe surfaceroughness;the Gauss
filter waschosenin processingthedatawith acut-off wavelengthof 0.25mm.
The first sequenceof experimentswasconductedat arolling velocity of 48 m/s.Adequate
LO2 flow wassuppliedto ensurea fully floodedconditionin thecontact.TheLO2 inflow was
sub-cooledto around65 K (-208 oc) by meansof a heatexchangerfilled with liquid nitrogen.
After the tire and the toroid and their associatedmechanicalparts were chilled down by the
runningLO2 to asteady-statetemperature,thetestwasstarted.It beganwith thecontactat near
rolling condition. The pure-rolling point wasidentified by generatinga tractioncoefficient vs.
slide-to-roll ratio curve traversingit (seeFig. 4a). The traction coefficient wasdefined as the
ratio of the side-slip traction force and the contact load, and the slide-to-roll ratio the side-slip
velocity divided by the rolling velocity. After the pure-rolling point was identified, the test
continued by increasing the slide-to-roll ratio stepwise in one direction by a small amount and
the traction recorded. The test was aborted when the traction took off rapidly which was
considered to be the onset of scuffing. The values of the slide-to-roll ratio and the traction
coefficient immediately before this instability were taken as the scuffing condition. Figure 4a
shows the results of a typical run. The traction coefficient increased rapidly to about 0.05 as the
contact deviated from pure rolling by a very small amount. The traction then stayed relatively flat
as more sliding was introduced into the contact. This low level of traction coefficient suggests
that a significant portion of the applied load was supported by the fluid due to hydrodynamic
action generated by the high rolling velocity. When the slide-to-roll ratio exceeded 0.01, the
system exhibited some instability as seen by a step increase in traction each time the slide-to-roll
ratio took a stepincrease.Then thetractiondecreasedbackasthe systemtried to run-in at the
currentcondition.The averagetractionshowsa gradualincreasein this stageterminatedby the
onsetof scuffing. A total of ten testswerecardedout at this operatingcondition. Thesetests
werecomposedof threeseparatesessions,eachof which wasstartedwith new test samples.
Within each session,testswererepeatedafter the onsetof scuffing was reached.Data were
gatheredfor bothpositiveandnegativevaluesof the slide-to-rollratios(ie. sideslips in opposite
axialdirections).Table 1 records the results of the ten tests. The average traction coefficient and
slide-to-roll ratio at the onset of scuffing are 0.099 and 0.0188, respectively.
The second sequence of experiments was conducted at a rolling velocity of 24 rn/s. Ten
tests were also carded out at this velocity. Figure 4b shows the results of a typical run. The level
of the traction coefficient is visibly higher than that of its higher-velocity counterpart, suggesting
less LO2 hydrodynamic load support. The system also exhibited some traction instability at
higher slide-to-roU ratios before the onset of scuffing. The results of the ten tests are recorded in
Table 1. The average traction coefficient and slide-to-roll ratio at the onset of scuffing are 0.178
and 0.0179, respectively. The last sequence of experiments was at a rolling velocity of 12 m/s.
Figure 4c shows the results of a typical run. The traction coefficient is much higher than the
previous two rolling velocities, reaching a value close to the asperity friction coefficient at the
onset of scuffing (the asperity friction is about 0.3 (1, 8)). The results of the ten tests at this
rolling velocity are also recorded in Table 1. The average traction coefficient and slide-to-roll
ratio at the onset of scuffing are 0.275 and 0.0210, respectively. The traction coefficient suggests
that, at this low velocity, the applied load was mainly supported by asperity contacts prior to
scuffing.
Two observations of the test results in Table 1 are in order. First, the slide-to-roll ratios at
the onset of scuffing are around 0.02 for all three test rolling velocities while the traction
coefficients differ considerably. Second, the scatter of the scuffing conditions reduces as the
rolling velocity reduces. For example, at 48 m/s the number of tests with traction coefficients and
slide-to-roll ratios lying outside 10% plus and minus of its average values are 6 and 3,
respectively, while the number are 5 and 1 and 1 and 0 at 24 m/s and 12 m/s, respectively. A
plausible explanation to these results is as follows. First, why did scuffing take place at around
0.02 for a wide range of rolling velocity? Scuffing is initiated by local welding of a sufficient
number of contacting asperity pairs (3). This local welding is largely governed by the asperity
temperature which is closely related to the local pressure, friction coefficient and rubbing
velocity. For a higher rolling velocity, the rubbing velocity of asperity contacts is higher;
however, the asperity pressure is lower and the number of asperity pairs in direct contacts are
fewer due to higher LO2 load support. Thus, the higher or lower rubbing velocity, asperity
pressure and number of asperity contacts at the different rolling velocities result in a similar net
effect, and the number of welded asperity pairs becomes sufficient to lead to contact scuffing
when the slide-to-roll ratio reached 0.02. Second, why the scuffing conditions exhibited wider
scattering at higher rolling velocities? At the rolling velocity of 12 m/s, the LO2 hydrodynamic
effect was seen (Fig. 4c) to be nearly diminished when the slide-to-roll ratio was greater than
0.01, perhaps due to local evaporation of LO2 caused by temperature rise in the contact nip. With
the absence of LO2 load support, scuffing was solely governed by asperity contacts, resulting in
very little scattering in the test data. At the rolling velocity of 48 m/s, on the other hand, LO2
load support was very significant. This load support was however established in a deep mixed-
film mode with an average film thickness of around 10 nanometers based on the calculations in
reference (1). Thus, the scuffing process was much more complex and dynamic, giving rise to
wide scattering in the test data.
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It is worth noting that, for contacts between two 440C elements, the scuffing conditions are
not very sensitive to surface roughness variations. Figures 5 and 6 show the surface roughnesses
of the tire and the toroid, respectively, after a sequence of experiments conducted at all three
rolling velocities. The RMS roughness increased to 0.1 _tm from its original value of around 0.02
i_m (the increase was due to local plastic deformation rather than wear as the test duration was
very short). These two test samples were used again in subsequent experiments, and the scuffing
conditions were consistent with those recorded in Table 1.
Contacts between 440C and Si3N4 elements
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The second part of the experiments studies the scuffing behavior of the contact between a
440C tire and a Si3N4 toroid. The tire samples are taken from the same batch of the previous
440C on 440C tests. The Young's modulus of the Si3N4 toroid is 3.1x1011 Pa, the Poisson's ratio,
0.26 and the hardness, 78 Rc. The Hertzian pressure generated by the applied load of 400 N is
2.9 GPa. The Si3N4 toroid surface was finished by honing to produce a fairly isotropic surface
texture. Figure 7 shows its surface roughness. The surface finish is not as good as its 440C
counterpart toroid (Fig. 3). While the finishing process removed much of the peaks, the surface
was left with deep groves which were difficult to polish out due to high hardness of the material.
The RMS roughness of the sample is about 0.053 _tm. Nevertheless, the surface appears to be
less rough than those of the after-test 440C samples (Figs. 5 and 6).
The test results obtained with Si3N4 toroids are much less consistent than those obtained
with 440C toroids. A sequence of tests is presented in Figs. 8 to 10. The tests was started with
the rolling velocity of 24 m/s, and the results for the first test are shown in Fig 8a. The system
exhibited mild instability behavior similar to that with 440C toroid when the slide-to-roll ratio
exceeded 0.01. Despite a high value of traction coefficient, however, scuffing did not initiate up
to a slide-to-roll ratio of 0.028 which is 50% higher than the value at which scuffing initiated
with 440C toroid. The test was terminated by returning to pure rolling and then resumed with
negative slide-to-roll ratios. The results are shown in Fig. 8b. At a slide-to-roll ratio of -0.027
and with a traction coefficient comparable to that of the previous test, scuffing initiated and the
test was terminated by returning to pure rolling. The next two tests were carded out at a rolling
velocity of 48 m/s, and the results are shown in Fig. 9. The results are fairly consistent. Scuffing
initiated at a slide-to-roll ratio of around 0.021 on both plus and minus sides of the pure rolling
point; the traction coefficient was around 0.1. These values are similar to those obtained with
440C toroids. The last two tests were conducted at a roiling velocity of 12 m/s, and the results
are shown in Fig. 10. In the first test (Fig. 10a), the traction was smooth at the level of 0.15 until
the slide-to-roll ratio was increased to around 0.016, at which point the traction increased
continuouslyto around0.3.Suchalargeincreasewasunseenin anyof theprevioustests.andwas
interpretedastheonsetof scuffing.Thetestwasthenterminatedandresumedat theothersideof
thepure-rolling point. In this last test, the traction was smooth throughout and there was no sign
of scuffing up to a slide-to-roll ratio of 0.024 with a traction coefficient above 0.3. The surface
texture of the Si3N4 toroid underwent a significant change during the above sequence of six tests.
Figure 11 shows the surface roughness of the sample after the tests. The short-wavelength
components of the roughness and the deep grooves of the original surface (Fig. 7) were largely
run out during the tests, and the resulting surface roughness patterns are very different from those
of 440C toroid (Fig. 6). The surface roughness of the mating 440C tire after the tests is more or
less similar to the resulting roughness after tests with 440C elements (Fig. 5).
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Although the results were somewhat inconsistent and unpredictable among several test
sessions, it was noted that the scuffing wasnot as severe as that with two 440C elements. With
440C elements, once scuffing initiated, it usually escalated rapidly with fast-accelerated traction
and noise. Post inspection of the scuffed samples showed much widened contact tracks and signs
of melting of surface materials, an indication of large-scale surface welding in the contact region.
With a Si3N4 toroid, on the other hand, the traction coefficient after scuffing took place often
increased to around 0.3. Further increase in traction appeared to be limited despite a high level of
noise generated in the contact. The samples showed significant wear in the contact region but a
lesser degree of surface melting. That the contact between a 440C element and a Si3N4 element
exhibits higher scuffing resistance than that between two 440C elements may be explained by the
concept of energy of adhesion (9). Energy of adhesion is the energy which must be supplied to
separate one unit area of interface between two materials in contact. The higher this energy, the
higher the intermolecular attraction between material particles of the surfaces in contact. The
contact between two identical-metal elements possesses much higher energy of adhesion than
does the contact between a metal and a non-metal elements. Therefore, welding between
asperities in the contact of two 440C elements, thus scuffing, is more severe than that of a 440C
element and a Si3N4 element.
It is alsonotedthattheresultsweresensitiveto surfaceroughnessof theSi3N4toroid.This
sensitivitywasstudiedby polishing thesurfacesin contactat a low running velocity andunder
nearpurerolling condition after atestwascompleted.Thereafter,a secondtestwascarriedout
following the sameprocedureof theprevioustest.Traction level wasoften visibly reducedby
this polishing process.To studythe effectsof surfaceroughnessof the toroid on the scuffing
conditionsof the system,a run-in testwascardedout with waterasthecoolant andlubricant.
Thesystemwasrun at 48m/swith a slide-to-roll ratio of 0.01 for 15minutes.Figure 12shows
thesurfaceroughnessof thetoroid aftertherun-in test.Asidefrom somewavinessof thesurface
alongtheaxial directionof thetoroid, theroughnessis nearlycompletelypolishedout (A similar
degreeof polishing wasalso attainedon the mating 440C tire). A sequenceof testswas then
conductedwith thispolishedtoroid (incontactwith anunpolished440Ctire), andvery consistent
resultswereobtained.Sampleresultsareshownin Fig. 13.At all threetestrolling velocities,the
levelsof traction were lower than their 440C counterpartsrecordedin Table 1. Furthermore,
scuffing wasnot initiated up to a slide-to-roll ratio of nearly0.03.Also, thesurfaceroughness
did not showsignificantchangeaftertwo separatesessionsof tests.
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To further studytheeffectsof surfaceroughness,effortsweremadeto hand-polishthetest
elements.Figure 14 shows the surface texture of the polished Si3N4 toroid; the RMS roughness
is below 0.005 I.tm. Figure 15 shows the surface texture of the polished 440C tire. The tire could
not be polished as smoothly as the toroid by the procedure employed as the polishing material
cut into the sample to generate deep grooves. A test sequence was then carded out using the
polished elements. The first test was run at 24 m/s; the results are shown in Fig. 16a. The traction
level was at 0.02 which was never seen in any of the previous tests. As the slide-to-roll ratio was
increased beyond 0.01, the traction exhibited some jittering. A relatively large increase in
traction was sensed at slide-to-roll ratios around 0.015. Even though the traction value was still
very small, the test was terminated in fear of damaging the elements (it took a couple of weeks to
polish out the toroid). The test was then resumed at 48 m/s; the results are shown in Fig. 16b. A
low level of traction was recorded as the test was started. However, in the course of reaching out
in slide-to-rollratio, thetractionsuddenlyjumpedastheslide-to-rollratio wasincreased.toabout
0.009.The testwas thenterminated.To conftrrnthat thiswasa prematurescuffing behavior,an
additionaltestwasrun at 24m/s; theresultsareshownin Fig. 16c.Comparedwith Fig. 16a,the
traction wasmuchhigher andscuffing initiated at a small value of the slide-to-roll ratio. The
surfacesof the elementswere subsequentlyexamined to determine the causeand effect.
Inspectionsrevealedthattherewasa narrowscratchat thecenterof thecontacttrack on eachof
the elementsin contact.This surfacedamagewas thenanalyzed.The damageon the toroid is
shownin Fig. 17.The width of the scratchis lessthanonetenthof the contact track, andthe
surfacepointsinside the scratchfluctuateseverely.Thesurfacedamageon the tire is similar to
thaton the toroid but thewidth of thescratchis wider andsurface-pointfluctuationslesssevere
asshownin Fig. 18.It wasspeculatedthatsuchsurfacedamagewascausedby theentrapmentof
asmall foreignparticle that wasintroducedinto thecontactfrom theLO2 flow line. Thedrastic
increasein the traction level causedby this surfacedamagestrongly suggeststhat LO2
hydrodynamic effect can be very significant under the conditions under which cryogenic
turbopumpbearingsoperate.It further suggeststhat the hydrodynamicsis generatedby the
conventionalviscous mechanismasit can be largely destroyedby a narrow, circumferential
surfacescratchrunning throughthecentralregionof thecontact.
Conclusions
This paper reports on the experiments conducted to study the scuffing characteristics of
rolling contacts under cryogenic conditions. The experiments lead to a number of conclusions
and observations regarding the effects of material and surface finish on the contact performance.
For contacts between AISI 440C stainless-steel elements, the scuffing behavior of the
system was fairly consistent under a wide range of rolling velocity. With a Hertzian pressure of
2.2 GPa experienced by typical cryogenic turbopump ball bearings, scuffing commenced at a
small slide-to-roll ratio of around 0.02. The scuffing behavior of the contact was not sensitive to
surface roughness for the test-sample RMS roughness ranging from 0.02 grn to 0.10 ktm.
For contacts between 440C and Si3N4 elements, the scuffing behavior of the system was
not very consistent and somewhat unpredictable. The results are shown to be sensitive to surface
roughness particularly that of the Si3N4 toroid. With a properly polished toroid as shown in Fig.
12, consistent results were obtained; the level of traction was lower than that with a 440C toroid
and scuffing did not take place up to a slide-to-roll ratio of near 0.03. With a super polished
Si3N4 toroid of a RMS roughness below 0.005 lain, an even low traction level was attained. This
low traction strongly suggests that significant hydrodynamic effect can be generated by liquid
oxygen under the conditions under which cryogenic turbopump bearings operate to support a
large portion of the contact load. The experiments also revealed that the hydrodynamic action is
likely generated by the conventional viscous mechanism as it can be largely destroyed by a
narrow circumferential surface scratch running through the central region of the contact.
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Table 1 Slide-to-roll ratio and traction coefficient at the onset of scuffing
24 m/s 12 m/s
No. Slide/roll Traction
ratio coef.
1 0.019 0.30
2 0.021 0.28
3 0.021 0.27
4 0.021 0.23
5 0.25
6
0.021
0.022
0.022
0.30
48 m/s
S'lide/roll Traction
ratio coef.
0.021 0.11
0.018 0.10
0.016 0.14
0.018 0.11
0.019 0.09
0.018 0.11
0.022 0.06
0.018 0.10
0.018 0.09
0.021 0.08
0.0188 0.099
Slide/roU Traction
ratio coef.
0.017 0.21
0.017 0.18
0.019 0.20
0.019 0.23
0.018 0.17
0.018 0.14
0.018 0.17
0.017 0.16
0.019 0.15
0.018 0.17
0.0179 0.178
0.297
8 0.021 0.30
9 0.022 0.27
10 0.021 0.26
Average 0.0210 0.275
ZToroid
(spherical)
X
\
Tire/Hub
(cylindrical)
Figure 1 Schematic of the test rig
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Figure 2 Surface roughness of a sample tire
((a) axial-direction roughness, (b) rolling-direction roughness))
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Figure 3 Surface roughness of a sample 440C toroid
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Figure 4 Typical traction vs. slide-to-roll ratio curves up to the points of scuffing
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Figure 5 Rolling-direction surface roughness of a sample tire after a sequence of tests
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Figure 6 Surface roughness of a sample 440C toroid after a sequence of tests
((a) axial-direction roughness, (b) rolling-direction roughness))
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Figure 7 Surface roughness of a sample Si3N4 toroid
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Figure 8 Traction vs. slide-to-roll ratio curves of two tests at 24 m/s
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Figure 9 Traction vs. slide-to-roll ratio curves of two tests at 48 m/s
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Figure 10 Traction vs. slide-to-roll ratio curves of two tests at 12 m/s
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Figure 11 Surface roughness of the sample Si3N4 toroid after the tests
((a) axial-direction roughness, (b) rolling-direction roughness))
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Figure 12 Surface roughness of a Si3N4 toroid after running-in with water
((a) axial-direction roughness, (b) rolling-direction roughness))
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Figure 13 Test results with the run-in Si3N4 toroid
((a) 24 m/s, (b) 48 m/s, (c) 12 rrVs)
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Figure 14 Surface roughness of a super-polished Si3N4 toroid
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Figure 15 Surface roughness of a polished tire
((a) axial-direction roughness, (b) rolling-direction roughness))
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Figure 16 Test results with the polished elements
((a) the first test at 24 m/s, (b) 48 m/s, (c) the second test at 24 m/s)
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Figure 17 Surface damage of the polished Si3N4 toroid
((a) width of the scratch, (b) damage inside the scratch)
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Figure 18 Surface damage of the polished fire
((a) width of the scratch, (b) damage inside the scratch)
